1. Headstock shown rotated parallel to the drawing plane. Headstock orientation is the same for both right and left handed models.

2. Graft thickness = 0.125"

3. Top transverse brace height = 0.5"

4. Other top braces height = 0.25"

5. Back brace height = 0.56"

6. Bridge height minus saddle = 0.44"

7. Rib height = 3.375"
3. Top transverse brace height = 0.5"
4. Other top braces height = 0.25"
5. Back brace height = 0.56"
6. Bridge height minus saddle = 0.44"
7. Rib height = 3.375"
Top transverse brace height = 0.5"
Other top braces height = 0.25"
Back brace height = 0.56"
Bridge height minus saddle = 0.44"
1. Headstock shown rotated parallel to the drawing plane.

2. Graft thickness = 0.125"

---

Notes

1. Headstock shown rotated parallel to the drawing plane.

2. Graft thickness = 0.125"
Headstock shown rotated parallel to the drawing plane.

Headstock orientation is the same for both right and left handed.

---
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